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CLAIM

The ornamental design for a product package for disposable diapers or wipes, as shown and described.

DESCRIPTION

The patent or application file contains at least one drawing executed in color. Copies of this patent or patent application publication with color drawing(s) will be provided by the Office upon request and payment of the necessary fee.

FIG. 1 is a front view of a first embodiment of product package for disposable diapers or wipes showing our new design, wherein the rectangular shape comprises a purple color; and, FIG. 2 is a front view of a second embodiment of product package for disposable diapers or wipes showing our new design, wherein the rectangular shape comprises a purple color.

The broken lines at the perimeter of the drawings represent the boundaries of the claim and form no part thereof. The product package for disposable diapers or wipes is flat and planar.

The claim includes the solid rectangular shapes, solid square shapes, and solid lines. The broken lines inside the perimeter represent portions of the product package for disposable diapers or wipes that form no part of the claimed design.

1 Claim, 2 Drawing Sheets
(2 of 2 Drawing Sheet(s) Filed in Color)
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